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Citizens For Florida’s Waterways promotes the need for responsible use of Florida’s
waterways. Our primary objective is to encourage coexistence among recreational and
commercial boaters, the marine industry, property owners and the environment. Citizens For
Florida’s Waterways advocates education in the safe and considerate use of watercraft with
respect for our marine environment and conservation.

President’s Message
by Bob Atkins

“THREATENED”! A Milestone Decision -So Long Overdue That It’s WRONG
Finally! On March 30, 2017, The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), the Federal authority with
responsibility for the listings within the Endangered Species Act (ESA), announced its formal decision to
reclassify the manatee from endangered to threatened. A decision that is so long overdue that it is too
little and too late. The formal scientific analyses have established that the manatee is RECOVERED
and no longer requires protection under the ESA.
I am convinced that even this change would have not happened were it not for the relentless pressure
and counter-arguments presented by all of us that have represented CFFW throughout the years. Did
we do it alone? No! But there is no doubt that as other like-minded organizations and individuals
stepped forward, they gained a lot of momentum from the ongoing efforts of CFFW. We shared a lot
of history and knowledge with the folks from Save Crystal River and their legal representatives from
Pacific Legal Foundation who then used our results and made the case for reclassification that could
not be denied. Our public comment documentation presented enough sound factual data to support
the USFWS decision in spite of the 87,000 emotional pleas and form letters that inundated the service.
For over 20 years, CFFW has argued that sound science clearly does not support the manatee
being listed as endangered. Ten years ago the USFWS came to the same undeniable conclusion.
Unfortunately, a well-financed propaganda campaign, predominantly lead by the Save the Manatee
Club, had already convinced the press and ultimately, the public that the manatee was on the brink of
extinction. These groups still proclaim that watercraft mortality is a threat to manatee survival. Nothing
could be further from the truth, but almost everyone believes it.
Had the USFWS (and FWC for that matter) had the courage 10 years ago to stand up for the truth
and dispel the half-truths and lies about the manatee population and reclassify it then, maybe the press
wouldn’t still be splashing each and every manatee rescue or death in the paper and on TV. In fact,
had the service followed through with reclassification to threatened in 2007, they might have made the
proper decision in 2017 and REMOVED the manatee from the ESA (delisted).
This is not an argument of semantics. Take a look at the two charts you’ll find later in this issue
... (Continued on Page 2)
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Please Mark Your Calendars

»» May 18, 2017 Brevard Marine Advisory Council Meeting - 6 pm
2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way Building C, 2nd Floor, Florida Rm., Viera,
FL 32940
»» May 20, 2017 Space Coast Waterfest, Kiwanis Island-Merritt Island 8-1
National Safe Boating Week Event Youth Fishing Program & Educational Booths and
Displays
»» May 20, 2017 East Coast Boat Club Lunch Fun Run Grills on Indian River in
Melbourne...This one is also becoming a tradition with great dock space and a great time!
Topping it off this year with a “land lubber” meet up later that night at Port Canaveral.
»» May 21, 2017 8th Annual Thunder on Cocoa Beach Super Boat Grand Prix
CFFW will have a tent set up at the south end of Shepard Park Beach early Sunday morning
for anyone that would like to attend the races.The race schedule is: Start of 1st Race-12pm,
Start of 2nd Race 2pm.
»» May 24-25 Manatee Forum St. Petersburg, Fl
»» June 5, 2017 CFFW Board of Directors Meeting - 6:00 pm Karen Rood Bldg (near
the boat ramp) at Kiwanis Island, Merritt Island. Open to the public.
»» June 7, 2017 District 2 Dredging Committee Meeting - 6:00 pm Karen Rood Bldg
(near the boat ramp) at Kiwanis Island, Merritt Island. Open to the public
»» June 15, 2017 Brevard Marine Advisory Council Meeting - 6 pm 2725 Judge
Fran Jamieson Way Building C, 2nd Floor, Florida Rm., Viera, FL 32940
»» July 5, 2017 District 2 Dredging Committee Meeting- 6:00 pm Karen Rood Bldg
(near the boat ramp) at Kiwanis Island, Merritt Island. Open to the public
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»» July 10, 2017 CFFW Board of Directors Meeting - 6:00 pm Karen Rood Bldg (near
the boat ramp) at Kiwanis Island, Merritt Island. Open to the public

»» July 20, 2017 Brevard Marine Advisory Council Meeting - 6 pm 2725 Judge Fran
Jamieson Way Building C, 2nd Floor, Florida Rm., Viera, FL 32940

President’s Message
(Continued from Page 1)

that indicate the exploding manatee population and the decreasing seagrass
coverage in the IRL. Ask yourself, how hard do you think it will be to shut off
the hot water discharge at Port St John as long as the manatee is listed in
the ESA? How many more years do we have before our IRL seagrass can
no longer sustain the increased manatee numbers?
What follows is a synopsis of the listing history, both Federal and State, of
the Florida black bear. The purpose of including it here is to show just how
... (Continued on Page 3)
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political the situation with the manatee has always
been.

Remember, the manatee was listed as

endangered, without review, in the original ESA
of 1973. The Florida black bear has never been
protected under the ESA.

For several years,

the Florida black bear was listed as a potential
candidate for the ESA, pending review. In 1998

endangered species under the Act. . . . “
“Based on our review of the petition and
sources cited in the petition, we find that the
petition does not present substantial scientific or
commercial information indicating that listing the
Florida black bear may be warranted.”

the USFWS completed the status review and

For more information on the Florida black bear

determined listing the bear in the ESA was not

and the USFWS / ESA https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp0/

warranted.

profile/speciesProfile?spcode=A08E

The decision to not list the bear was challenged

Meanwhile,

the

State

of

Florida

was

in court by Defenders of Wildlife (a major player

independently evaluating and assessing the status

in the litany of manatee litigation) in 1999 and in

of the Florida black bear. Florida determined the

2004 the USFWS again established no criteria for

... (Continued on Page 4)

listing the bear. The USFWS stood up to another
challenge brought in a 2016 lawsuit by a multitude
of organizations and individuals. Again, the
USFWS determined that listing the Florida black
bear was not warranted. The following appears in
the April 19, 2017 Federal Register.
“On March 18, 2016, we received a petition
dated March 17, 2016, from the Center for
Biological Diversity, Animal Legal Defense Fund,
Animal Hero Kids, Animal Rights Foundation
of Florida, Animal Welfare Institute, Big Cat
Rescue,

Guillaume

Chapron,

Compassion

Works International, Environmental Action, The
Humane Society of the United States, Jungle
Friends Primate Sanctuary, Miha Krofel, The
League of Women Voters of Florida, Lobby for
Animals, Paul C. Paquet, Stuart Pimm, Preserve
Our Wildlife, Sierra Club Florida Chapter, South
Florida Wildlands Association, Speak Up Wekiva,
Stop the Florida Bear Hunt, Adrian Treves, John
A. Vucetich, and Robert Wielgus requesting that
the Florida black bear be listed as a threatened or
CFFW - MAY/JUNE 2017
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species to be threatened under State rules in

by the Commission in August and triggered the

1974 (probably without substantial review). By

removal of the bear from the state threatened

2012, the FWC had determined the species had

species list. In 2015, FWC estimated there were

RECOVERED.

over 4,000 adult bears in Florida. This most

Why all this talk about bears. Because the
population numbers for bears reached a point in
2015 that the state issued permits for hunting. As

recent population abundance research has been
accepted for publication in the peer-reviewed
scientific Journal of Wildlife Management.”

a result of this management decision, the
bear numbers were reduced by around
300. But look at some of the statements,
data and population numbers the FWC
staff presented to the FWC Commissioners
on April 19, 2017. http://myfwc.com/
media/4193952/3b-bearplanupdate.pdf
“In 2012, the Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation

Commission

(FWC)

approved a 10-year management plan
that guides bear management and conservation
in Florida. The goal of the plan is to maintain
sustainable bear populations in suitable habitats
throughout Florida for the benefit of the species
and people.”
“Bear populations have made a remarkable

So, in the case of the manatee, once on the
endangered/threatened list it seems impossible
to get off despite an exploding population that
doubles that of the Florida black bear. Even in
light of this, the manatee population remains
completely

UNMANAGED

and

potentially

threatens the habitats of several other species

recovery in Florida and today are growing and

by destroying large acreages of seagrass.

expanding. This slide covers a brief overview of

in the case of the Florida black bear, because

their population status through time. By the 1970’s,

it never received listed status, we are actually

there was a sharp decline in bear numbers, with

MANAGING that population.

as few as 300 bears statewide. In 1974 the Game
and Fish Commission listed the Florida Black
Bear as threatened under state rule. In 2002,
FWC estimated there were around 3,000 bears
statewide. In 2012 FWC finished development of

Yet

Let’s face it, one bear in a Brevard back yard
evokes a completely different reaction than 2,000
manatees, but in reality, the potential harm is not
even comparable.

the Bear Management Plan, which was approved
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Manatee Reclassification - Moving in the Right Direction, BUT . . .
The determination that the manatee is not

significant negative and completely unintended

an endangered species is the correct outcome

consequences from misguided efforts to “save”

of the US Fish & Wildlife Service’s (FWS) years-

the manatee.

long review of the iconic marine creature’s status.

concentrations in Citrus and Brevard Counties

CFFW has long maintained that the species was

locally threaten those areas of the ecosystem from

incorrectly classified as endangered, a position

grazing over-pressure. We have over-regulated

that has been supported by the best available

our coastal and inland waterways, including

science for more than a decade.
Reclassification

of

manatees

has

been

officially pending since 2007, when the USFWS
first announced its intention to move manatees
from the “endangered” list — meaning they
were in imminent danger of extinction — to the
“threatened” list, meaning they possibly could
become at risk of extinction in the foreseeable
future.

CFFW is pleased by this proper step

forward, even as we are dismayed that it has taken
so long to accomplish and does not yet reach the
correct classification result – “recovered”.
Realistically, manatees no longer meet any
of the listing criteria of the Endangered Species
Act (ESA) and should be classified as “recovered”
which removes the species from the ESA entirely,
while keeping in place protections under the
Marine Mammal Protection Act. But, despite the
science, and with millions of dollars in donations
at stake, some organizations, claiming to protect
the manatee, have already threatened to take
legal action to block the action by the USFWS.
Politics and lawsuits are a large part of the history
of manatee management and what caused this
latest decision to be delayed over 10 years.
It is the vociferous and litigious behaviors
of these same organizations that created two

The unprecedented population

some man-made solely for navigation, removing
reasonable access for thousands of waterfront
residents and eliminating areas traditionally
available and suitable for watersports.
Without any supporting analysis, the manatee
was placed on the “endangered” list within the
1973 passage of the ESA. In 1974 we began
collecting, counting and determining the cause
of manatee deaths.

These mortality counts

appeared to give credence to the “endangered”
classification.
Manatees can succumb to cold stress when
subjected to extended water temperatures below
68°.

Here in Brevard, the waters of the IRL

regularly remain below 68°F during the winter
months. Prior to the power plants, constructed
in 1960, most manatees migrated further south
to survive.

Some did not.

Fearing manatee

extinction, agencies like FWS took steps to
perpetuate the artificial warm water outflows at
power plant locations throughout Florida, even
though these outflows were in direct conflict with
the Clean Water Act of 1974. It seemed like a
good idea at the time – an emergency action to
forestall a feared extinction – but it’s sure not
a good idea now, as more manatees than ever
imagined live far beyond their natural and historic
range.
... (Continued on Page 6)
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These artificial warm water site policies are
almost as bizarre as the watercraft regulations
we all endure.

Some believed, again without

any supporting analysis and in opposition to
sound arguments to the contrary, that reducing
the speed of recreational boats would reduce
manatee mortality. Unfortunately for the boaters
who have endured the proliferation of manatee
zones throughout the State, these zones have
not produced a measurable reduction in manatee
watercraft mortality and the regulators themselves
admit they don’t know if zones are effective!
Watercraft mortality has had no measured effect
on manatee population growth and clearly boats
are not a threat to manatee extinction, even
though our boats are continually cited as the
greatest threat there is by some to this day.
Ironically, even perversely, the two most
significant manatee management policies – speed
zones and warm water discharges – remain policy
keystones, even as evidence mounts that other
concerns are far more pressing.

These policies came into existence even
before we started the annual manatee counts. In
fact, it wasn’t until 1991 that we even attempted to
count the living. From an original count of 1,267
through the 2017 count of 6,620, the manatee
has shown an extremely rapid, even explosive,
population growth rate of 6.0% annually. As one
would expect, mortality (and watercraft mortality)
has also increased, but at slower rates than the
population.
CFFW has been leading a growing chorus of
voices stating that perpetuation of the mistaken
belief that manatees are in danger of extinction
has ironically become the greatest threat to the
long-term success of the manatee. Because
endangered status meant the animal was legally
considered “depleted,” regulators felt compelled
to take only those actions they believed would
increase the manatee population. Whether their
regulatory actions were effective remains a matter
of debate, but it is abundantly clear that agency
focus should have shifted years ago. The reason:
the unmanaged manatee population is expanding
rapidly. In some areas, such as Brevard County
and Citrus County, where thousands of animals
now maintain a winter residence and many stay
year-round, there are real concerns about the
ability of those areas of the estuaries to keep up
with the pressures on seagrass.
Focusing locally on Brevard, the man-made
warm outflows continue, which divert manatees
from their natural (pre 1960) migratory habits. This
has attracted large and ever-increasing numbers
to Brevard’s power plants. This growing winter
herd has already reached nearly 2,000 in Brevard
... (Continued on Page 7)
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Manatee Reclassification - Moving in the Right Direction, BUT . . .
(Continued from Page 6)

restricting
navigational
channels,
closing
traditional watersports areas, and implementing
over restrictive and expensive regulations for
constructing and maintaining waterfront use and
access facilities like marinas, boat ramps and
even
private homeowner docks.
MP Order
This ad will appear at the classification of:

Proposal

South Tropical Trail FL

Citizens For Florida’s Waterways is a notwith in Home Date 05/2013
Date: January
28, 2013 Acct#
A1Y9RT Sales Rep:
HILLMAN, MARISSA E based
Size: HCN Ad Id: ADEU
for-profit
boating
advocacy
organization
in Merritt Island, FL. Our all-volunteer Board of
Directors founded CFFW in 1994.
and many remain year-round. No one knows what
the sustainable limits are, but there is a limit to
how many of the grazers the IRL seagrass can
support. With only 48,000 acres of seagrass
remaining in the IRL compared to 74,000 in 2010,
a decreasing pasture and increasing grazing
population is converging on potential disaster
for the IRL. In contrast, those naturally warmer
winter waters to the south of the IRL provide 1.6
MILLION acres of seagrass. One has to ask, why
do we continue to affect the migratory habits of the
manatee and continue to pressure the critically
depleted seagrass of the IRL?
CFFW maintains that if the seagrass goes,
the Lagoon goes, too. “Saving” the lagoon is a
priority. The kind of bureaucratic dawdling we
saw on reclassification simply can’t be tolerated.
CFFW is working to redirect the focus of
regulatory agencies to develop new management
strategies to maintain a healthy manatee herd
that will be a benefit, and not a negative impact,
on waterways. To date, the predominant focus
has unnecessarily penalized boaters through
ever-increasing numbers of slow-speed zones,
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Letter to Florida Sportsman
Citizens For Florida’s Waterways
P.O. Box 541712
Merritt Island, FL 32954-1712
www.cffw.org • 850-391-7674

April 17, 2017

Letters to the Editor
FLORIDA SPORTSMAN
2700 S Kanner Highway
Stuart, FL 34994

Manatee Reclassification Is Good News

The long-overdue decision that manatees are not endangered is welcome good news. Long overdue
indeed! Florida’s Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission first recommended reclassifying
manatees from endangered to threatened in 2003. The Federal Fish & Wildlife Service agreed in
2007, and then took a decade to make it official.
Political gamesmanship is the only reason for the decade-long delay, and the game continues, as
some congressmen and women who clearly don’t have the facts recently sent a letter to Interior
Secretary Zinke asking him to overturn the ruling! They claim there is overwhelming public
opposition to reclassification.
I’m asking you to take a moment to show your support for reclassification, and your rejection of the
junk science claims that manatees are endangered. Please forward a copy of this letter to Secretary
Zinke, and Congressmen Buchanan and Webster.
The science in support of reclassification and, indeed, delisting, is indisputable. Moreover, science is
increasingly raising concerns about the pressure on seagrass, and the impacts on other species, that
unprecedented numbers of manatees in Florida may be causing.

None of this is the manatees’ fault, of course. They are doing what big herbivores do. What is at fault
is the well-intentioned but dangerous notion that more manatees – at whatever the cost – is good for
our waterways. Ironically, even perversely, “endangered” status has constrained regulators’
management options, forcing their attention on more and more speed zones, and not on habitat
restoration and the management of a large and rapidly growing manatee population.

Reclassification gives us the opportunity to develop science-based management strategies that will
effectively and measurably protect manatees, while allowing people the responsible (and enjoyable!)
use of Florida’s waterways. (I miss waterskiing!)
FLORIDA SPORTSMAN just ran a very good article about this very subject in its April issue. I urge you
ALL to read it.
Sincerely,

Steven Webster
Past President
321-693-2370
cc:
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Secretary Ryan Zinke
Department of the Interior
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington DC 20240

Rep Vern Buchanan
2104 Rayburn HOB
Washington, DC 20515

Rep Daniel Webster
1210 Longworth HOB
Washington, DC 20515
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CFFW Member Recognition __________

Mandatory Equipment
For Your Boat:

New Members

A CFFW Family
Membership!

Robin Tracy
Robert Rusk
Daniel Rogers
Bob Taplin

Russell & Deborah Allison
Stephanie Somerset

Diamond Level ($100 per year)
Bob & Sherry Atkins
Ben Blythe
Jack & Karen Dignan
Daniel Dvorak
Don & Linda Ewers
Col. & Mrs. J.C. Farley
Ollie & Sherry Follweiler
Gary & Kelly Haugh
Keith & Tamasine Houston
Troy & Genese Launay
Mike & Kristen Moehle
Cloud & Frances Pawtowski

Sandy Reynolds
Jamie Seymour/New England Mfg.
Co.
Richard Sproc
Wayne & Pat Stratford
Robin & Kathy Turner
Thumper & Iva Volkmer
Willie & Peggy Wehrman
Bill & Eileen Wetzel
Robert Wille
Gerd Zeiler
Dave & Bonnie Zimmerman

Doug Jaren
Frank Jones
Al Pappas
John & Elizabeth Picardi
Ron & Donna Pritchard
Gary & Debra Sawicki
Cliff & Diana Schommer
Daniel & Mary Sloan
Robin Tracy
Steven Webster
Jim & Pam Urick
Jess H. Yates, DMD

Business Recognition Diamond Level
Harbor Town Marina
CFFW - MAY/JUNE 2017

 $25 Silver Family  $100 Diamond Family
 $50 Gold Family  $500 Platinum Family
 Donation ($_____)

__________		
__________
Date			Check
___________________________
Credit Card #
___________________________
Exp. Date
___________________________
Name
___________________________
Address
___________________________
City

Gold Level ($50 per year):
Vincent Barro
Skip & Ruth Bateman
Gregory & Patricia Bean
Howard Bernbaum
Bubba & Paula Beyer
Don & Annette Doerr
Scott Ellis
Derek Ferguson
Ed French
Gus & Bobbie Gostel
Ted Guy
Bruce & Carol Hess
Jay Humphreys

If you own a boat or live by the water,
you can’t afford not to join
Citizens For Florida’s Waterways!

__________		
__________
State			Zip
___________________________
Phone
___________________________
Email
___________________________
Company

Join by Check OR Credit Card!
Clip and mail to:
Citizens For Florida’s Waterways
PO Box 541712
Merritt Island, FL
32954-1712
info@cffw.org
Or join with your
credit card on our
secure web site at cffw.org
CFFW is a 501(c)4 organization. Donations and
membership dues are not tax-deductable.
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Citizens For Florida’s Waterways
Post Office Box 541712
Merritt Island, FL 32954-1712
If you’re not a member... please join.
Your membership dues provide the financial support
needed to save family boating from the
million-dollar enviro-businesses.
Please join online at cffw.org
or by mailing the enclosed membership form.

Is it time to renew your membership? Please
note, this is your
previous renewal date:

CFFW members are entitled to a full Membership
in BoatUS for only $15 - that's 50% oﬀthe regular
$30 annual dues!

BoatUS and BoatUS ANGLER Member beneﬁts
include Member Rewards at West Marine stores,
discounts at marinas nationwide on fuel, repairs,
and overnight slips, on-the-water Towing
Services, highly-respected Marine Insurance, a
subscription to BoatUS Magazine or BoatUS
ANGLER.

